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Limit hold em, while currently not as popular as no-limit hold em, is an extremely
interesting game from a theoretical standpoint: The rules are complex enough to allow
constant intrigue, yet simple enough to allow computer bots to play the game on an
extremely high level. These are important advantages over the two other most
commonly played flop games: no-limit hold em and pot-limit Omaha. And yet, all three
games share crucial similarities in terms of community cards, game structure, and
position. Consequently, these advantages make it the model poker game. This book
approaches limit hold em in a rigorous way: using game theory, statistical analysis, and
a focus on posing new questions that can produce additional value to your game. Some
of the conclusions are provocative and counter-intuitive; providing new ideas for any
poker player. While targeted to the dedicated professionals, Further Limit Hold em is
accessible to players of all levels, including someone just started in poker. Concepts
are woven together and developed from the ground up, while at the same time, you re
shown when to forego higher level ideas in favor of simpler and more profitable
alternatives.
The oremost authority on Omaha and pokers top theorist team up on this power-packed
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book on winning money at hold'em and Omaha, the two most popular poker games
played today. More than 100 sections detail winning concepts and professional secrets.
Tons of examples, winning concepts, odds charts, pull-out concepts, key observations,
and detailed play options and examples make this one of the most important poker
books ever written. 328 pages.
Pot-Limit Omaha is a fascinating game which is rapidly increasingly in popularity on the
back of the current poker boom. However, there is a dearth of quality material giving
advice on how to handle all elements of this complex form of poker. Until now… Secrets
of Pot-Limit Omaha is one of the first books to analyze medium and high-stakes PLO in
great depth. The author, long-time successful PLO cash game player Rolf Slotboom,
reveals key information that has never appeared in print before. The following are just
some of the topics that are discussed in this ground-breaking book: A revolutionary
short-stack approachAdjustments for big-stack playA study on the proper bet
sizeCorrect seating positionBlocker playThe bare ace bluffExploiting your opponents’
specific weaknesses Finally, the practice hands and the chapter on hand match-ups
offer tremendous theoretical and practical advice. This book is a must-read for anyone
who wishes to play PLO successfully.
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This is your personal poker journal where you can record 100 poker sessions. This also
your personal poker game book and it contains over 2000 random hole cards and
boards with each random draw of board that has Flop, Turn and River. You can use
these random draws to test your Texas Hold'em game strategies, also with each
holding you can try out various boards and thus improve your strategy. Most poker
players are extremely lazy and never work on their poker journal and do not practice
with a deck of cards and this book essentially does that. By working on this book which
is more like an activity book you can take your poker skills through the roof. A similar
book exists for Texas Hold'em too. Plus you can check out authors other books on
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Amazon as well. This one of a kind poker book and journal is the most unique book in
the world and such has never been created before.
Welcome to the wonderful world of Pot Limit Omaha! With four hole cards instead of
two, PLO is a far more nuanced game than No-Limit Hold’em and one that
emphatically rewards greater skill. This makes it a very profitable game for serious
players – especially when playing at the small stakes where recreational players
consistently make expensive preflop and postflop mistakes. Mastering Small Stakes
Pot-Limit Omaha is a thoroughly comprehensive guide that will give you all the tools
you need to gain a huge edge at lower stakes play. Fernando "JNandez" Habegger is a
successful high stakes professional player and leading PLO coach with his own training
site at PLOMastermind.com. He has trained hundreds of players to become successful
at PLO. In Mastering Small Stakes Pot-Limit Omaha, preflop play is broken down by
identifying nine different hand categories and analysing how hands within each of them
are handled preflop. Postflop analysis is based around the powerful technique of the
Four Pillars of Postflop Play. The combination of these two creates a powerful
gameplan that constitutes a fast track route to domination at the lower stakes. Further
topics include adjusting to live play, PLO tournaments, building the right improvement
habits, dealing with variance, and managing your PLO bankroll.
Visit SafeGlobaLPoker.com To Play honest fair poker online with low rake. You are
privileged to read a book that can change your destiny and your fortunes. For poker
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players this book is a godsend. I believe there is no other book on the market that will
make you realize the profits that you can from this book. A book that should be read by
every No Limit Hold'em player to transition to Omaha and make a killing. The strategies
that are detailed in these pages has been obtained by playing millions of hands of
poker and over a decade of study of this game. The player is using real hands from his
game play where he has won thousands of dollars. The players will learn the following
1. Learning Pre-flop strategies 2. Pre-flop ranges for loose and tight tables 3.
Hutchinson System With Examples 4. Mentality Needed To Beat Today's Games 5. 3
Bet, and 4Bet strategies and when to raise and not. 6. Learning To Bet Size Correctly
7. Learn SPR with examples 8. Opponent Modeling and Reading Opponents 9.
Hardware Necessities for Online Grinders 10. How To Deal With Frequent Floaters 11.
Game Selection Tips 12. The best places to play and win money online 13. Developing
a correct mindset for poker 14. Modern Day Strategies From World's Best Players 15. A
Way To Raise Your Poker IQ And Come Ahead Some key selling features of this book
are 1. A world class chapter to raise your IQ - No poker book has ever focused on
raising the player's IQ most players cannot reach the high stakes games because of
this reason and languish at lower stakes for years. They cannot rise the higher stakes
with a low IQ, the author has taught several students to raise their IQ's significantly and
now this secret information is available to you! 2. Omaha Scenarios - Most of the
Omaha plays will deal with about 20 or so scenarios, with examples all of these
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important scenarios have been covered in the book, what the end result is you can
crush the competition with ease and win thousands of dollars in a day. 3. Mind Set For
Omaha - Most No Limit Hold'em players will suffer heavy losses in Omaha, because
the mindset needed for Omaha is completely different than No Limit Hold'em. This book
defines the mindset necessary to transition from Hold'em to Omaha games in a crystal
clear easy to understand tone, so that winning Hold'em players can right away start
winning in Omaha. 4. A Winning Author - The book is written by a feared online player.
He has taken real examples from his online play and you can see the techniques that
he uses to win thousands of dollars in a matter of minutes. Most authors of poker books
don't put their analysis in the books so that players aren't able to emulate their success.
5. Author has been a coach for years - The author runs KaizenPoker.com and has
coached hundreds of students into winning a lot of money. You can connect with him
and sky rocket your online poker career. The list of chapters is below 1 Introduction 2
Pre-flop Stage 3 Ranges For The Pre-flop Stage 4 How To Never Go Broke Playing
Poker 5 A way to your own Poker Millions 6 A note of caution 7 3Bet, 4Bet decisions in
pre-flop stage 8 Opponent Modeling and Reading Your Opponents 9 Hardware
necessities for online players 10 How to deal with opponents frequently floating 11 Bet
sizing tips, SPR and more 12 Tips for game selecting and table selecting 13 The best
place to play poker online 14 The correct mindset for Omaha Players 15 Sixteen
secrets to crush your competition in Omaha 16 Some Example Hands To Learn To
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Play Like A Master 17 Winning by focusing on mistakes 18 Modern day strategies of
world's best Omaha Players 19 How To Raise Your Poker IQ And Become A Feared
Player 20 Concrete Rules For Stake Discipline To Never Go Broke Visit
KaizenPoker.com and start winning!
This comprehensive Pot Limit Omaha training resource by PLOQuickPro.com, is
designed to give poker players a complete road map for PLO success. This advanced
strategy guide, walks you through advanced theory. The author then breaks down real
hand histories so you can see the theoretical concepts play out in real time. As an
added bonus, PLO QuickPro also includes, "Tournament Time" By Ben Lamb, which is
a Pot Limit Omaha tournament specific strategy guide. "PLO QuickPro" is an advanced
two part Pot Limit Omaha strategy guide. Part 1, is a complete book of "street by street"
pot limit omaha theory, and Part 2, is a collection of real hand histories played by Team
PLO QuickPro. This is where you see the PLO theory you learn in Part I play out before
your eyes, as the author takes you through the thought process behind the decisions
being made in the hands. "PLO QuickPro," and all PLOQuickPro.com training
materials, are the oficial training materials of 2011 World Series Of Poker $10K PLO
Champion, 2011 World Series Of Poker Player Of The Year, 2011 Card Player "Player
Of The Year," and All-Time Winningest Pot Limit Omaha Tournament Player, Ben
Lamb.
Welcome to the wonderful world of Pot Limit Omaha With four hole cards instead of
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two, PLO is a far more nuanced poker game that rewards greater skill more
emphatically than No-Limit Hold'em. This makes it a very profitable game for serious
players - especially when playing small stakes where recreational players consistently
make expensive pre-flop and post-flop mistakes. Mastering Small Stakes Pot-Limit
Omaha is a thoroughly comprehensive book that will give you all the tools you need to
gain a huge edge at lower stakes play. Fernando "JNandez87" Habegger is a
professional player and leading PLO coach with his own training site at
JNandezPoker.com. He has trained hundreds of players to become successful at PLO.
Mastering Small Stakes Pot-Limit Omaha will teach you how to develop a very solid
PLO gameplan, with an emphasis on understanding the common mistakes made at
small stakes and developing clear strategies to exploit them. As well as teaching you
everything you need to know about cash game strategy, this book also teaches you
how to adjust to live play and PLO tournaments. Further topics include building the right
improvement habits, dealing with variance, and managing your PLO bankroll.
This book makes it easy for PLO players to make a killing by giving them top 50 PLO
scenarios to learn and best way to react to them. Contains strategies that no PLO
player at high stakes should use, it has Bell Hector's system of PLO profits to shun the
outdated Hutchinson System in a full color book. It contains tactics to destroy and tilt
opponents, finally this elite book will prove its worth and return its investment over a
hundred times at least in your poker career making it worthwhile investment. 1. From
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The Author Of "Beating Toughest Poker Games For Consistent Profits".2. Book For
Elite High Stakes PLO Players. 3. Get The Knowledge To Get Your PLO Game
Consistent and Increase Your Winrate with Bill Hector's never revealed PLO System. 4.
Is Hutchinson System failing you, it is already too old and new system is necessary. 5.
Full Color Book and all illustrations inside are full color. 6. The only game that if learn
properly can give winnings of millions to the right players. 7. From the most elite author
in the world whose books are not made for the masses but for the chosen few. 8. Learn
from the master who played this game when it was first launched in Vegas Golden
Nugget Casino as nugget hold'em. 9. The only book that will deliver the punches to
your opponents that they can't defend against.
I have been looking for the one poker book that contains all of the games, rules, and
strategy for playing poker. Now, I've written it. The Poker Book includes how to play
almost 100 variations of poker. This book covers Flop games like Hold'em, Omaha, and
Pineapple. There are Stud games like Razz, Chicago, and Baseball. The Draw games
Jacks or Better, Ace to Five, and Badugi are in there. There is also a section just for
Guts games, including Monte Carlo, Consecutive, and Three to Five. It even has the
rules for Chinese Poker. With the help of the Poker Tournament Directors' Association
and Robert, The Coach, Ciaffone The Poker Book gives you the official TDA Rules and
Robert's Rules of Poker. These are the two definitive authorities of poker in the world.
Whether you are a novice or advanced player, the Poker Book will become your ONE
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source for all games of poker. I was looking for a book that would tell me all the rules
and how to play the games I wanted to play. I had a terrible time trying to find such a
book, so I wrote one. This is it. I'm not going to tell you about any hand I've played but
how to play the hands you might be dealt. Here are the rules for almost every game of
poker. I hope to give you basic strategies that will help improve your game. The more
popular the game, the more information I've included. In discussing how to play, I write
about hands, position and chip stacks but there is so much more to every hand. I can't
go into every scenario that you will run into; there isn't a book big enough. I can give
you the ability to think through your situation and improve your game. There are four
main categories of poker games and I will explain them in this order, Flop, Stud, Draw
and Guts. Each game can be played on a variety of structures. There's No-limit, Potlimit, Limit, Spread Limit, Cap-Limit. I cover the differences and how they can affect
your play. I also discuss Split and Mixed games.
This is the first edition of the book. Also see the Expanded Edition for additional
content.PLO8 poker plays much differently than the No-Limit Hold'em games that most
players are familiar with. Because there are only a few specialists who understand how
to play the game, most PLO8 players have no idea what they are doing. This book will
reveal the secrets that enable these specialists to make so much money and give you
the knowledge you need to absolutely crush PLO8 poker games. Even if you are
already a winning player, you will learn new skills that will increase your win rate. This is
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the first book dedicated solely to PLO8 poker.
This book will teach the reader all they need to know to start playing PLO, establish
their game at the low-stakes level and then how to move up to the higher limits.
1. This book contains the secret framework where I used the style of play in PLO cash
games to take down online poker at Lock Poker until the room shut down, a small 50
dollar depost had become over 10,000USD. 2. There are many secret frameworks and
playing styles provided in the book which can take you from zero to a million dollars fast
in Pot Limit Omaha. 3. Several professional poker players who have gone bust have
focused on PLO to regain their riches and in this fast game if you are skilled enough
money comes fast!4. These are poker secrets which could give you an edge of 2 to 5
percent in the games, enough to make you six figure wins in your local poker rooms in
PLO, some frameworks will apply to NLHE also. This book contains all the Pot Limit
Omaha secrets which have allowed me to win over 40,000k USD in the past 5 months
and these are all the secrets which I cannot share on my Youtube Channel Max King
Poker Secrets. I can reveal all the secrets of Baccarat and Roulette on my YouTube
Channel but if I reveal PLO secrets and the secret frameworks I use to crush the
competition everyone will start using them. Let me tell you a story, there was a time
when I was preparing for Chess Tournaments and taking training, I discovered a new
kind of attack and when I would play online I started using the new attack and used that
successfully in over 50 games and in just a period of 1 year I would notice that the
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online players had adopted my new attack as their tool. This is because everyone was
reviewing their games and finding out new kinds of attacks and were able to
successfully defend it. Now coming back to poker and Pot Limit Omaha, it is a very
simple game to learn but complexity and the amount of secrets contained is immense,
most players go with the theory that everything has been discovered and yet the
secrets at any poker table are all waiting to be discovered, for example a tell is a kind of
secret that if you discover could you reward with immense profits. There are several
other secrets for example what kind of ranges opponents are using, this needs you to
concentrate very carefully in the game. The amount of research and framework to
process this kind of information at any live poker game is not built, you just hear Alec
Torelli kind of players discuss a range narrowing funnel system but it is rudimentry.
Now if these poker pros who have made millions of dollars are not going ot reveal their
poker secrets and frameowrks because it would mean cutting into their profits. What
you will learn in this?1. Secrets to win over 1 million dollars from Pot Limit Omaha2.
Everything that you need to become a master in PLO 3. A short crisp, to the point and
concise book that you can finish, but several readings are necessary to grab all the
points in details. 4. It would be better if you buy paperback version so that you can have
it handy and also note down few points. 5. The Q and A session with every reader is
going to be extremely rewarding and you know that the author is learned and has a
long history of poker. 6. The best smallest investment in poker that is going to give you
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a big edge and hopefully make a big positive difference in your bank account over the
next year!7. Never stop learning, learn all the strategies which allowed Max King to
travel the world and play in over a dozen locations around the world and different
geographies and learn from his extremely vast experience!
Reduced in price by $10, and expanded in page count, this new, expanded edition,
includes more than 15 detailed practice hands, new strategies for winning tournaments
to reflect the new players and playing styles found today, and more than 25 new card
illustrations. There is also new material on the different theories and approaches to
winning hold’em tournaments, particularly today’s “small ball” strategies, plus a new
chapter, 21 Money-Making Tips from the Pros, showing players how they can increase
their income from cash games and tournaments. This is the bible of winning pot-limit
and no-limit hold’em tournaments. Players get all the answers here—no holds barred—to
their most important questions for winning at hold’em. They learn how much to bet,
raise, and reraise, when it is good to bluff, how to set up opponents to win monster
pots, and the optimal strategies for no-limit and pot-limit tournaments, satellites, and
supersatellites. Everything from starting hand strategies to how to play different stages
of a tournament—including getting into the money—adjusting for stack sizes and key
practice hands is covered in detail. This book is a must-read for hold’em players!
The Pot-Limit Omaha BookTransitioning from NL to PLODailyvariance Publishing, LLC
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size: 12pt; font-weight: 400; font-style: normal; text-decoration: none; font-family:
Calibri,sans-serif; vertical-align: bottom; border: medium none; white-space: nowrap;
}.xl72 { color: windowtext; font-family: "Times New Roman"; } Reduced in price by
$9.99, and expanded in page count, this new, expanded edition, includes more than 15
detailed practice hands, with special emphasis on tournament play and the new
tournament structures. It includes more than 25 new card illustrations. Clearly-written
strategies and powerful advice show players the best starting hands, strategies for the
flop, turn, and river, how to recognize dangerous draws, win at low-limit and high-stakes
games, play against loose and tight opponents, and the differing strategies for rebuy
and freeze-out tournaments. Players learn the best starting hands, when slowplaying a
big hand is dangerous, what danglers are and why winners don't play them. Pot-limit
Omaha is the only poker game where you sometimes fold the nuts on the flop and are
correct in doing so—players will learn why! This new edition includes added strategies
on how to capitalize on Omaha high-low in multi-game events, building on Cloutier’s
first-hand experience at the final table of the inaugural $50,000 buy-in H.O.R.S.E.
tournament at the World Series of Poker.
A four-part manual of poker science. The first part is devoted to the three primary skills
of poker - people, probabilities and money - while the remaining three parts give a
detailed account of starting hands selection and simple methods for working out the
probabilities relevant to Omaha, Texas Hold'em and Stud. In addition, Mahmood
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analyses over 100 examples of the most common situations of 'after the flop' play for
Omaha and Hold'em and 'beyond the fourth street' play for Seven Card Stud.
In "Farha on Omaha," Sam Farha, the world's greatest Omaha player, and Storms
Reback, a noted poker writer, offer those new to the game of Omaha poker simple
strategic tips that will help transform them into winning players. The authors provide
strategies on how to beat the three most popular forms of Omaha--limit, eight-or-better,
and pot-limit--in both cash games and tournaments. Providing practical advice and
advanced strategy tips, and discussing specific hands from his victories at the World
Series of Poker and high-stakes cash games in which millions of dollars were on the
line, this book promises to turn beginners into winning players and winning players into
champions.
This is your personal poker journal where you can record 100 poker sessions. This also
your personal poker game book and it contains over 2000 random hole cards and
boards with each random draw of board that has Flop, Turn and River. You can use
these random draws to test your Texas Hold'em game strategies, also with each
holding you can try out various boards and thus improve your strategy. Most poker
players are extremely lazy and never work on their poker journal and do not practice
with a deck of cards and this book essentially does that. By working on this book which
is more like an activity book you can take your poker skills through the roof. A similar
book exists for Pot Limit Omaha too. Plus you can check out authors other books on
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Amazon as well. This one of a kind poker book and journal is the most unique book in
the world and such has never been created before.
Crush the game that you love by taking a methodical, statistical and disciplined
approach to the game. In this powerful course I reveal the secrets from my own real
hands in which I have won thousands of dollars. I show real hands from a session and
analysis behind each hand with pots in thousands of dollars. I discuss the thought
process in dealing with hero calls. You will not find a single more powerful Omaha book
anywhere else. The psychology that is told to you reveals the secrets of some of the
biggest online phenoms. These phenoms like Galfond, Odd_Oddsen never want to
reveal the secrets that I am just about to share with you. These are all the secrets that
have taken them from relatively short deposits to Millions of dollars. Following are the
chapters of the book 2The Beauty Of Pot Limit Omaha 3Million Dollar Omaha Secrets
4Tactics To Kill Omaha Gamblers 5Thumb Rules For Omaha 6Crushing Your
Opponent Tactically 7Winning 5000$ In A Matter of Hours - Real Online Hands With My
Analysis 8Preying On Mistakes If you are a live player you can easily build up a large
bankroll by following the advice of this course.
PLO8 poker plays much differently than the No-Limit Hold'em games that most players
are familiar with. Because there are only a few specialists who understand how to play
the game, most PLO8 players have no idea what they are doing. This book will reveal
the secrets that enable these specialists to make so much money and give you the
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knowledge you need to absolutely crush PLO8 poker games. Even if you are already a
winning player, you will learn new skills that will increase your win rate. This is the first
book dedicated solely to PLO8 poker. The Expanded Edition has been updated and
revised and includes over 50 pages of new content. New topics covered include: -Flop
fits -Continuation Betting -Bluffing -Barreling -WSOP events -Rush Poker -And more...
This book is written in February, 2020 an is up to date with the most complete
information to play Pot Limit Omaha and win big. Most players coming from NLHE are
not able to adjust to this game, end up losing their bankrolls and stick to No Limit
Hold'em. The reason being they cannot handle the gamble in this game, they do not
know how they can play this game and reap big rewards. The profits in NLHE are
forever dwindling and if you can learn to crush 25, 50 USD Blinds you can make
fabulous money in Vegas or Macau at the big games. In a night you could be up like
15k USD or more. This gem of a poker book which is all color is written by an elite
poker mind, concepts that are extremely fresh and not Old Man Coffee. Here is what
you will learn to repay the book's price hundreds of times in your poker career1.What is
deliberate practice and how you can apply it to your poker games to become an
absolute master of the game! Why is deliberate practice the number one concept that
can turn average players into legends like Ivey, Negreanu and Viktor Blom!2. What is
the secret of Tony G Which has propelled him to the highest rungs of winning poker!
His secrets revealed, and you can learn a lot from his style and incorporate into your
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game to gain respect at the poker tables which is so important and crush professional
poker players. 3.My secret rule that will win you a lot of money in each of your poker
sessions. 4.Don't Lose Your Soul and Win Big is a very important chapter that will give
you all the tools that will help you in curbing poker tilt, will help you in curbing gambling
or eliminate it by identifying and removing the triggers that cause you to fall down to the
lowest mental levels where you lose control and spew a lot of money. 5.In the next
chapter we see how every poker player can use the free resources like poker
calculators to improve his game. How to work with a PLO calculator and become a PLO
Wizard. 6.In Chapter 8 you have your personal, private and most unique PLO activity
sheet in the world where at a glance you can see hundreds of random flops and
hundreds of random pre-flop starting hands. Working through this work sheet will give
you a lot of insight that is akin to playing millions of hands of PLO. You can work with
every single random hand and apply it to hundreds of poker flops which will help you in
crushing competition at the highest of PLO stakes. 7.In Chapter 9 you have the design
to make your own similar private poker journal where you can analyze your
weaknesses after each session. Plus you get space to jot down your last 40 sessions
and this will be your number 1 book that is going to take your level automatically to the
next if you religiously work through it. Finally you have the details on how to get even
more and get help from the author. You get the private email address of the author so
that you can get more help and win even bigger!This is a gem of poker book that is
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priceless and is just a way of giving back to the poker community by the author who is a
decade long TwoPlusTwo member and has decades of poker player experience!A very
concise to the point, readable poker book to take your poker skills through the roof!
Order today and get in from Amazon and be amazed!
Most PLO books advocate a highly conservative game-plan – this style is outdated and
will get you crushed in today’s games. Mastering Pot-Limit Omaha is different. It is a
unique and remarkable book, outlining a whole new approach to the game: teaches you
an aggressive styleprovides you with clear guidelines on how to develop your gameplan and adjust to your opponentsteaches you how to analyse board textures – the key
to success in PLO Herbert Okolowitz (Huck3be1n) and Wladimir Taschner (Insyder19)
are professional poker players, PLO experts and sought-after coaches on
Pokerstrategy.com. They will explain in detail: pre-flop hand selection and pre-flop hand
dynamics – including analysis of wide 3- and 4-bet ranges and the theory behind
optimal bet-sizing.how to use equity shifts on turn and river to your advantage and how
to bluff correctly.how to understand the game better and develop a holistic view of the
play: connecting pre-flop decisions to action on later streets. Plus much more… A clear
game-plan and the right mind-set will improve your win-rate tremendously and give you
the edge against your opponents. Mastering Pot-Limit Omaha will give you that edge!
After the big success of my book "How To Crush Pot Limit Omaha Cash Games" I am out with
this revised and updated title in Full Color. If there is one book that could help you win at
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Omaha, this is it, there is no other book on the market today, that will make you learn all the
concepts needed in such a concise and easy to understand way. For every PLO player this is
a must read book. Update (It contains the latest and the biggest tournament of PLO the
WSOP's 10,000$ Pot Limit Omaha Main Event which has some of the world's best players like
Jason Mercier, Dan Smith, check out the amazing hands and see if you can follow the lines
taken by these pros in winning close to a million dollars. Would the pros be able to escape the
fury of Aces? Also contains how Mercier decimates his massve chip lead but still ends up
finishing in 2nd place. Learn how you can follow in footsteps of Peterson to crack this
tournament and win nearly a million dollars))Order a physical copy of the book if your kindle
device is not the latest or has a small screen size as there are lot of images in this book and
the equity examples contain a lot of information as they are taken from HM2 screenshots, just
to make sure you can read all the material. In this book I have compiled all the lessons that my
pupil learns the hard way playing PLO 50, PLO 100, PLO 200. In PLO you need to be aware of
situations and be wary of dangerous situations that will increase swings and cause tilt. I am
sharing actual hand screenshots from HM2 Hand re-player showing you the actually equity
percentage of hand examples. I have shared over 50 examples that will go a long way in your
understanding of the game. If you play Omaha hi/low, Omaha hi, or if you are an amateur or
even a micro or small stakes professional player you would find the examples highly add to
your understanding of the equity situations. Check if you know all of this, if you can answer all
the questions that follow you probably do not need to read this book * Can you re-call a
situation in which you had only 1% equity in the hand on the flop? Can you imagine such a
scenario and with what hands this could take place? * Did you know that even with the best
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starting hand AAKK you could still have only 51% equity in the hand? * Do you play the
according to your stack size and keep in mind Stack to Pot Ratio? * Are you aware of Equity
Complexities in a multi way pot? * Do you play PLO with pot commitment in mind? * Have you
ever used Omaha Odds calculator, do you know the equity of the best hand versus a loose
opponent's range? Even if you are an amateur and you are going to Vegas for fun you could
still, get the gist of the game very quickly having to lose thousands of dollars. What's more you
could even beat the pros and get them steaming and hitting the rail by the style that you will
learn in this game. If however you are an online player, I am sure by watching the actual
screenshots of hands with equity and key points you will learn some new things that will
increase your net profits. In the last chapter I share real world examples from the high stakes
games on Full Tilt Poker, I believe analyzing these hands will set you up to learn very precious
lessons worth thousands of dollars without losing the same dollar amount. It is always better to
learn lessons from other's mistakes rather than from our own. Most of the examples are from
USD 5/10$ stakes and you should be able to play 25/50USD$ blinds live and upto 5/10$ blinds
with much less variance and more profits, if you really take each lesson to heart. All of the
information in this book is succinct and presented as a real world example so that the reader
does not get confused. The material is succinct but provides lessons that would add thousands
of dollars of profit to a learning reader who will play the game for years to come. This is yet
another investment that will pay off big in the long run, the 2nd best investment to buying
Hold'em Manager 2.
From a semi-professional poker player, a guide to playing and winning the biggest game in
town. If you’ve never tried Pot-Limit Omaha, you’re missing out on the most exciting, most
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lucrative cash game around. Omaha has long been the most popular form of poker in Europe,
and now it’s spreading like wildfire throughout North America. The reason is simple: Omaha
offers more action and bigger pots than Texas Hold ‘em. Isn’t it time you got in on it? Whether
you’re a cash-game professional or poker hobbyist—and whether you play live or online—this
book will arm you with a winning big-play strategy that's easy to master even if you've never
played Omaha before. You'll discover the subtle distinctions that set Omaha above other
games. Key topics include: • The Big Play Objectives • The Power of the Big Draw • Straight
Draws and Starting Hand Construction • Playing the Position Game • Limit Omaha Hi/Lo and
Pot-Limit Omaha Hi/Lo Complete with practice situations and hand quizzes, this is the most
comprehensive Omaha book available—and the only one you'll ever need. “A great addition to
poker literature.”—Bob Ciaffone, author of Omaha Poker “Everything you wanted to know
about the game but never asked.”—Lou Krieger, author of Hold ‘Em Excellence
In 2014 my life was wrecked as a poker player. I had just learn Pot Limit Omaha and I was
hooked. From having a win rate of 9BB to 12BB per hour, suddenly I was burning money as if I
was a poker novice, in three years all my savings, my life, family relationships, credit
worthiness was wrecked. It took three years of tedious note taking, tweaking my game and
strategy to come up with rules and pure strategy which I could use in the live mid stakes PLO
games to start earning upto 20BB per hour. With this strategy working perfectly which I will
reveal in this book for the first time ever I hope that you will start realizing win rate. In the
addendum of this book I will convey to you the golden rules for crushing any session in PLO. I
was foolish to jump into PLO, after being a No Limit Hold'em professional for a decade. Now I
am foolish to jump into Six Plus Hold'em and Triple Draw Lowball, I guess the challenge ends
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when you start winning in poker and hence this book on PLO. Within an year you can assume
books on Six Plus Hold'em and Lowball too. In this golden pot limit Omaha poker book you will
learn from 3 journals that I kept tediously of every poker session I played and continuously
tweaked my strategy from being a money burning machine, to earning upto 20Big Blinds per
hour crusher, and regaining my freedom, my liberty, my family, and getting back my life on the
track. You will learn the complete PLO strategy from Pre-flop, to post flop to money
management, how to read opponents and model the players the unique strategies I followed to
model opponents and attack them. Finally i will convey to you the pure strategy that you can
take to mid or high stakes games and be assured of a win rate from 5BB per hour to over 10
BB per hour depending on your skill.
Chinese translation of [Treat Your Poker Like A Business] by Dusty Schmidt
Self-made poker millionaires Tom "kingsofcards" Marchese and Tri "SlowHabit" Nguyen will
show you how to crush the regulars at your table with The NL Workbook. They will teach you
advanced no-limit strategies that they used to win million of dollars from poker. Whether it is
Heads-up, Short-handed, or Full-ring, The NL Workbook has helped many professional poker
players improve their winrate and swollen their bankrolls. Many readers can attest to this fact.
YOU WILL LEARN: How to abuse your opponents like Tom and Tri ... SECRETS REVEALED
on page 87 How to put your opponent on a hand range in a few seconds ... See page 15 How
to play more aggressively to increase your winrate ... Go to page 29 How to profitably play
small pocket pairs such as 22, 33, and 44 without hitting a set ... SECRETS REVEALED on
135 How to overbet correctly to own your opponents ... Read page 63 How to balance your
range to confuse your opponents ... Go to page 41 How to win millions at cash games like Tom
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and Tri ... SECRETS REVEALED on page 75 And that's just the tip of the iceberg. There are
more than 50 advanced tactics covered, all proven to work under the Las Vegas bright lights,
the New York underground games, the internet, the college dorms, the kitchen home games,
and anywhere you can think of! You "don't" need advanced math "or" a high IQ to crush poker.
You need the right strategies and that's exactly what The NL Workbook delivers. Order today.
Our winning circle awaits you!"
This book contains proven steps and strategies on how to become a truly amazing pot limit
Omaha player. This is a very popular poker game that is similar in nature to Texas Hold Em'
but it is a bit different in some elements.This is a game where you have to have the best hand
possible using only two cards that you obtain. It is a game that is featured in 8-game and in
popular casinos. If you're the type of person who loves to have a ton of fun with gambling,
poker, and learning a fun card game, then this is for you.Pot limit Omaha has a lot of great
benefits that you can get from this, and it's a game that anyone who wants to become better at
card games should know about. It is the second most popular game in poker in the world. It
has an increased popularity over the last few years. It's a game that has become familiar as of
late, and after some people try it, they really like it.This is a game that allows more action to
happen between players, and you can certainly have a lot of fun with it. This book will show
you not only a couple of interesting tidbits about it, including what it is and the history, but also
how to play it and some amazing strategies to help with this.
0 Comments Rolf Slotboom and Rob Hollink join forces to produce THE definitive guide, to
short-handed Pot-Limit Omaha (tables with six or fewer players). Do you know Pot-Limit
Omaha is one of the fastest growing forms of poker? Do you know that the biggest games
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online (in money) are Short-Handed Pot-Limit Omaha? Rolf and Rob will tell you how to:
Gauge the optimum size of the buy-inDecide whether to check-raise or bet into the
raiserRepresent big handsMisrepresent hands in order to get paid offGet your opponents off
good, but non-nut handsJudge when to raise with drawing hands The team – Rolf Slotboom –
author of the classic “Secrets of Professional Pot Limit Omaha”. In his first attempt in 2007 on
the World Series of Poker he cashed four times, including the main $10,000 event. Rob Hollink
has been a leading player for over 20 years and has won both a European tour title and, in
2008, a World Series bracelet.
Pot-limit Omaha to the untrained eye looks similar to Texas hold 'em except that you start with
four cards instead of the standard two. But this complex form of poker has many differences
and it continues to grow in popularity as the poker boom matures. This book starts with the
fundamentals of hand valuation and continues up through advanced concepts. Topics include
preflop hand strength, short stack play, wrap hands, blind stealing, marking aces, playing on
the flop, which flops are good for bluffing, position and check-raising, pot size manipulation,
blockers, and much more including numerous sample hands. This book is a discussion of
winning play, and more importantly, winning thinking on all streets. It should be of value to
almost all pot-limit Omaha players from the beginner to the more advanced, and every effort
has been made to give you the best information possible, with nothing held back. Two Plus
Two Publishingand William Jockusch are proud to bring you Pot-Limit Omaha

Since reigning poker expert Phil Gordon’s Little Green Book illuminated the strategies
and philosophies necessary to win at No Limit Texas Hold’em, poker has changed
quickly and dramatically. Today, Pot Limit Omaha is the game of choice at nosebleed
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stakes. The players are aggressive, the games are volatile, the decisions are tough,
and the pressure is relentless. This is Poker 2.0. In his Little Gold Book, Phil Gordon
reexamines the game from the ground up. The key to competing with today’s top
players is finding the post-flop edge, but to really understand this new playing style, you
need to get comfortable with the underlying math. Don’t be intimidated. Gordon makes
this challenging material as approachable and simple as possible. Beginning with the
foundations of Poker 2.0, he unpacks the modern poker player’s tool kit, rigorously
examines the new lines of play in No Limit Hold’em, dissects the fast and furious
strategies of Pot Limit Omaha, and explores the winning poker mind-set that will take
your game to an entirely different level. The golden age of poker is upon us. Phil
Gordon’s Little Gold Book will shorten your learning curve, and if you’re willing to put
in the time and the work, big bankrolls await.
Widely regarded as the world's best poker player, Johnny Chan has been beating the
highest buy-in tournaments and big money cash games everywhere for the past twenty
years. He is regularly featured on such television networks as NBC, ESPN, and Fox
Sports Net. He played himself in the movie "Rounders" opposite Matt Damon. Because
Johnny worked his way up to the top of the poker world by starting in the smallest
games, he is the perfect person to teach you how to win. Whether you are a beginning
or intermediate player, this book will help you on your road to expert status. Concise
and easy to understand, Play Poker Like Johnny Chan covers all the popular casino
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poker games.
From the man who literally CREATED the poker ebook market and its poster child, "Let
There Be Range" ("a two-thousand dollar poker manual for high-stakes poker
professionals"), "The Pot-Limit Omaha Book" provides a sound theoretical framework
for no-limit holdem players looking to cut their teeth on PLO and don't want to be at
disadvantage. YOU WILL LEARN: How to crush the short-handed PLO games Which
set of starting hands to play How to play aces without busting your bankrolls How to
3-bet and 4-bet like a PLO expert How to bluff big and get rewarded for it How to
AVOID common mistakes such as blinds play and failing to think ahead How equity
equalization is the most important concept in PLO And that's just the tip of the iceberg.
There are more than 50 advanced pot-limit omaha tactics covered, all proven to work
under the Las Vegas bright lights, the New York underground games, the internet, the
college dorms, the kitchen home games, and anywhere you can think of! You "don't"
need advanced math "or" a high IQ to crush poker. You need the right strategies and
that's exactly what The Pot-Limit Omaha Book delivers. Order today. Our winning circle
awaits you!
In this book I have compiled all the lessons that my pupil learns the hard way playing
PLO 50, PLO 100, PLO 200. In PLO you need to be aware of situations and be wary of
dangerous situations that will increase swings and cause tilt.I am sharing actual hand
screenshots from HM2 Hand re-player showing you the actually equity percentage of
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hand examples. I have shared over 50 examples that will go a long way in your
understanding of the game. If you play Omaha hi/low, Omaha hi, or if you are an
amateur or even a micro or small stakes professional player you would find the
examples highly add to your understanding of the equity situations. Check if you know
all of this, if you can answer all the questions that follow you probably do not need to
read this book• Can you re-call a situation in which you had only 1% equity in the hand
on the flop? Can you imagine such a scenario and with what hands this could take
place? • Did you know that even with the best starting hand AAKK you could still have
only 51% equity in the hand? • Do you play the according to your stack size and keep
in mind Stack to Pot Ratio?• Are you aware of Equity Complexities in a multi way pot?•
Do you play PLO with pot commitment in mind?• Have you ever used Omaha Odds
calculator, do you know the equity of the best hand versus a loose opponent's
range?Even if you are an amateur and you are going to Vegas for fun you could still,
get the gist of the game very quickly having to lose thousands of dollars. What's more
you could even beat the pros and get them steaming and hitting the rail by the style that
you will learn in this game. If however you are an online player, I am sure by watching
the actual screenshots of hands with equity and key points you will learn some new
things that will increase your net profits. In the last chapter I share real world examples
from the high stakes games on Full Tilt Poker, I believe analyzing these hands will set
you up to learn very precious lessons worth thousands of dollars without losing the
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same dollar amount. It is always better to learn lessons from other's mistakes rather
than from our own. Most of the examples are from USD 5/10$ stakes and you should
be able to play 25/50USD$ blinds live and upto 5/10$ blinds with much less variance
and more profits, if you really take each lesson to heart. All of the information in this
book is succinct and presented as a real world example so that the reader does not get
confused. The material is succinct but provides lessons that would add thousands of
dollars of profit to a learning reader who will play the game for years to come. This is
yet another investment that will pay off big in the long run, the 2nd best investment to
buying Hold'em Manager 2.
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